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Detective Michael Gideon is used to being handed L.A.â€™s oddest cases, but his newest one
assigned itself. When Gideonâ€™s K-9 partner, Sirius, rescues a lost dog from a pack of coyotes,
the duo tries to return her homeâ€”only to discover her owner is missing.Heather Moreland has
clearly disappeared under suspicious circumstances, and the more Gideon digs into her past, the
more heâ€™s convinced of her abduction.As Gideon strives to help the missing woman, he is also
troubled by the suspicious death of Detective Langston Walker, the leader of a support group for
families of murder victims. The last time theyâ€™d met, Walker told Gideon about a cold case he
had reopened, making Gideon wonder if the detectiveâ€™s demise is the accident everyone
believes.In this third book in Alan Russellâ€™s gripping copâ€“K-9 series, Gideon and Sirius race to
save a young womanâ€”and stop another killer from striking again.
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Another great read by Russell. Spoiler alert.This one starts with Heather Moreland being awakened
in her bedroom by her barking dog Angie. Someone is in her house and she thinks its her husband
Emilio. A man she was getting ready to divorce. A man she had a restraining order against.Heather

adopted Angie from the pound. Angie had been adopted twice and returned. If she was returned for
a third time she would be euthanized.Angie was owned by uncaring people. She was left tied out
and neighborhood kids threw rocks at her. She lost an eye to a rock. She wasn't fed or given water
on any regular basis. She was basically forgotten in the yard till her uncaring owners dumped her at
the pound. Angie isn't friendly or trusting of humans.Heather adopted her anyway and it took a year
before Angie trusted her enough to wag her tail and act like a normal dog. Of course the first six
months were the worst. Angie tore up everything in the house while Heather was at work. Now
Heather and Angie are partners.Heather had grown up in a house where her father beat her mother
daily. A mother who had mental health issues. Her Father finally killed her mother and landed in jail.
Both Heather and her brother landed in foster care. At age eighteen Heather was on her own and
her brother overdosed on drugs and died. Heather was alone.Heather was dyslexic and learning
was hard for her but she made it through college and got a job with Disney Studio's. A very good job
with loads of responsibility. She met and married Emilio which she soon found was a mistake. A
mistake she's doing her best to rectify.Right now Heather doesn't want Angie hurt so she gets her
bedroom window open and pushs Angie out after removing her collar and tracker.

Lost Dog is a simply amazing novel that showcases the incredible, enduring bond that forms
between rescue dogs and their adopters. This is no cozy mystery, but rather a dark and realistic
thriller where dogs play a vital role, both Sirius, Detective Michael Gideon's K9 partner, and Angie a
hound-mix seeking her missing owner.Victims of abuse, both human and animal, frequently fall
through the cracks. When Heather Moreland is abducted from her home, it is Angie through her
perseverance draws the attention of Gideon and Sirius. A dog lover as well as K-9 officer, Detective
Michael Gideon's compassion leads him to discover that Angie's owner, Heather, is missing and the
possible victim of violence. Despite it not being his case, Gideon feels responsible for bringing Angie
home, and he pursues the case relentlessly.The bond between Gideon and Sirius is remarkable to
watch. There is the trust, confidence, respect, and close friendship that describe partnership to a t.
Sirius is loyal, but also intelligent and perceptive - a partner rather than a tool. Heather Moreland is
Angie's third owner, her last chance at a happy life. Despite all the challenges, Heather's
determination to show Angie love bears fruit. Though Gideon plays an important role in saving
Heather, Angie is the true hero.From the very start, I was glued to the page. Gideon and Sirius felt
so real. They were not cardboard cutouts, but living, breathing individuals with hopes, fears, a
home, and friends. They were more than the detectives on the case. Heather Moreland was more
than a victim. She showed tremendous courage despite all she endured.
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